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West Orange High School

PRESENTS

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Adapted by Brainerd Duffield

From the story by Lewis Carroll

Featuring (in alphabetical order)

Makayla Arjoon
Miranda Elmera
Jack Harwood

Morgan Lanzot Woodridge
Morgan L. Palent
Annabel Reilly
Sam Soroko

Richard Arjoon
Hayley Goldberg
Carlo Henriquez

Giancarlo Minervino
Mia S. Peretz

Joelle Robertson
Craig Stanley, Jr.

Brandon Dios
Nakhayla Green

Gavin Jaskot
Ewan O'Sullivan

Ofelia Perez
Cullen R. Smith
Lance Zeligson

Sound Design
Mazen Dahroug

Set Construction
Max Grossman

Original Music
Elena Hause '23

Properties
Coordinators
Jojo Garcia '23
Daniel Levin '23

Jazziria Lopez '26

Technical Director/
Lighting Design

Lauren M. Grof-Tisza

Hair/Makeup Design
Danniel Barnes

Stage Manager
Sam Selikoff '24

Assistant Director/
Producer
Deb Coen

Director
Wendy
Mapes-

Chrzanowski

Costume Coordinator
Sharon Ortiz

Set Decor
Amanda Best

Asst. Stage Manager
Chloe Zucker '24

Asst.
Student Director
Rocio Urquia '23

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (DUFFIELD) is presented by arrangement by Concord Theatricals.
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Scene 1: Down the Rabbit Hole
Scene 2: The Pool of Tears
Scene 3: Caterpillar on a Mushroom
Scene 4: The House of the Duchess
Scene 5: Cheshire Cat in a Tree
Scene 6: The Mad Tea Party
Scene 7: The Royal Croquet Ground
Scene 8: Mock Turtle on a Beach
Scene 9: Who Stole the Tarts?

Scene 10: The Red Queen
Scene 11: Tweedledum and Tweedledee
Scene 12: The White Queen
Scene 13: Humpty Dumpty
Scene 14: Coronation of Alice

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I

ACT II

Alice in Wonderland is presented with one fifteen minute intermission
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(in alphabetical order)
Duchess Makayla Arjoon '25

Queen of Hearts Richard Arjoon '25

Humpty Dumpty/3 of Spades/Flower Brandon Dios '23

Fish Footman/Mock Turtle Miranda Elmera '25

Cheshire Cat Hayley Goldberg '25

Red Queen Nakhayla Green '24

Cook/Executioner/Flower Jack Harwood '23

Tweedledee/7 of Spades Carlo Henriquez '25

Caterpillar Gavin Jaskot '25

March Hare Morgan Lanzot Woodridge '23

Mad Hatter Giancarlo Minervino '23

White Rabbit Ewan O'Sullivan '23

Knave of Hearts Morgan L. Palent '23

White Queen Mia S. Peretz '25

Carpenter/4 of Hearts/Flower Ofelia Perez '25

Mouse/Doormouse Annabel Reilly '26

Alice Joelle Robertson '24

King of Hearts Cullen R. Smith '23

Tweedledum/5 of Spades Sam Soroko '26

Walrus/5 of Hearts/Flower Craig Stanley, Jr. '25

Frog Footman/Gryphon Lance Zeligson '23

CAST
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PRODUCTION
Director Wendy Mapes-Chrzanowski

Producer/Assistant Director Deb Coen

Technical Director/Lighting Design Lauren M. Grof-Tisza "Cookie"

Light Board Operation Rocio Urquia '23

Student Assistant Director Rocio Urquia '23

Stage Manager Sam Selikoff '24

Assistant Stage Manager Chloe Zucker '24

Original Music Elena Hause '23

Sound Design Mazen Dahroug

Sound Operation Charlie Peterson '23

Sound Crew Alex Gonzales '23
John Gonzales '23

Gus Peterson '23

SFX Operation Joshua Urquia '25

Set Construction Max Grossman

Set Construction Crew Shana Alcius Noel '23
Michael Spool '23

Set Decor Amanda Best

Set Decor Crew Jihahn Conaway '25
Nadgee Coriolan '23

Anisha Ellis '25
Timia Ellis '23

Jonathan Garcia '23
Landen Griola '25

Paul Hutchinson '24
Maya Iwuala '25

Willa Kass '25
Shana Alcius Noel '23

Mikele Parker '25
Olivia Raymond '24

Yes Riley '23
Claudia Rogers '24

Yulia Vera Toala '25
Rocky Zeppa '23
Siena Zeppa '25

Costume Coordinator Sharon Ortiz

Costume Crew Allyssa Jules '24
Eloise Lemos '23

PRODUCTION TEAM
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PRODUCTION (continued)
Hair & Makeup Design Danniel Barnes

Hair & Makeup Crew Oona Calendar
Alyssa Jules '24

Olivia Lambert '24
Claudia Rogers '24

Rocky Zeppa '23

Properties Coordinator Jojo Garcia '23

Properties Coordinator Daniel Levin '23

Properties Coordinator Jazziria Lopez '26

Publicity Patricia Aldworth

Box Office Manager Katie Emolo

Program Coordinator Lauren M. Grof-Tisza

House Manager Craig Champagne

Front of House Shane Donagher '23
Madison Gough '23

Delia Kravits '23
Abigail Rothstein '25

PRODUCTION TEAM
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CAMPAIGN SPONSORS

Each WOHS theatrical production will run a Production Wishlist
Campaign where community members can sponsor a specific area of the
production and be recognized in our program (which is different than a

general donation). Listed below, please find our extremely generous
campaign sponsors for Alice in Wonderland!

THE TEA PARTY - $500
Micaela Bennett

Oren Levin
Brad Palent

THE CHESS BOARD - $250
Leisa Chaiken

James Lopez (Uncle Dave)
James Lopez

LET THERE BE LIGHT! - $100
Peggy Martinez-Lopez, Susan McAbee, Lauren Selikoff,

Kirstin Shepperson, Gita Sheth

MAY WE HAVE THIS DANCE? - $75
Elaine Duck

READY, SET, CROQUET! - $30
Deborah Albert, Lara Antonenko, Derek Gleixner,

Jennifer Griola, Aimee Perez, Martha Perez, Regina Rodgers,
Lauren Selikoff, Amy Soroko

BRING COLOR TO WONDERLAND! - $20
Jennifer Griola, Marie Kaplan, Matthew Kaplpan, Cathy

Martinez, Peggy Martinez-Lopez, Aimee Perez, Martha Perez, Regina
Rodgers, Lauren Selikoff, Amy Soroko

COSTUME THE CAST! - $15
Ken Feinleib, Cathy Martinez, Stacy Miranda,

Monica Peeters, Melissa Peretz, Donna Robertson

PROP UP THE SHOW! - $10
Derek Gleixner, Danny Kaplan, Julia Kaplan

CAMPAIGN AFFILIATE SPONSORS
Nancy Brock ($50), Fred Daniel Guillen ($25), Eulenis Guillen Vetere

($50), Karen Mengden ($50), Isabelle Selikoff ($50),
Rose Sweatland ($50), Judy & Allen Zaks ($50)
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NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Since Lewis Carroll first wrote Alice in Wonderland in 1865, there have

been many versions of his story that open with Alice sitting by a river

reading a book when a white rabbit runs by and she follows him down a

rabbit hole. It’s funny that the phrase “rabbit hole” has come to represent

a negative emotional state, “oh I went down the rabbit hole again,”

indicating perhaps a repeat of some unhealthy behavior or negative

thinking pattern. Alice’s journey through the rabbit hole into

wonderland, is her journey into her own mind and imagination, which

isn’t always pretty. She is met and challenged by the Cheshire Cat, the

Caterpillar, and the Mad Hatter - who confront her with the ultimate

question that plagues humankind - Who am I?

Our version begins in a modern day classroom with Alice asleep at her

desk until a clique of “mean girls/boys” abruptly wake her, then walk

away to recite the Jabberwocky poem. As the poem is performed, the

rabbit hole swirls around Alice and the classroom slowly transforms into

Wonderland, where the bullies become the Queen of Hearts, the King, the

Knave and the Duchess, who challenge Alice to become a “queen herself”

by facing her doubts and fears and crossing the chessboard.

Our designing team ran with this classroom idea and collaborated to

create a quirky set of bookshelves inspired by the Montreal-based

company, Tout a Trac, who set Alice in Wonderland in a library full of

pop-up books. In addition to the bookshelves our set has several letter

blocks that rotate with the scenes. The motifs contained in the set include

the alphabet, children’s rhymes, riddles, games, playing cards, chess

boards - and hopefully encourage us to question if life is a puzzle to be

solved, a chessboard to be crossed or a game to be played. Answer as you

will, and enjoy the show!

Wendy Mapes-Chrzanowski
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CAST BIOS

Makayla Arjoon '25 as Duchess

Makayla is happy to be cast! She has always been in awe at the
amazing performances that she's seen here. Some favorite credits
include: "Seussical the Musical, Jr." (Gertrude) at Edison Middle
School, "The Wizard of Oz" (Glinda) at Lyric Performing Arts Center
and "The Lion King". Thank you to her family for getting her into the
theater business.

Richard Arjoon '25 as Queen of Hearts

Richard is very grateful to be part of such a peculiar performance!
Other credits include: "The Wizard of Oz, Jr." (The Wicked Monkey),
"Horton Hears a Who" (Gertrude's Friend), "The Lion King" (Mufusa),
"High School Musical" & "The Laramie Project". He is also a member
of Glee, Jubilee & Drama Club. Thank you to my family and friends for
the support & love!

Brandon Dios
'23

as Humpty Dumpty/3 of Spades/
Flower

Brandon is finally making his debut on stage! He's super happy to be
part of this cast and to perform for his first time.

Miranda Elmera
'25

as Fish Footman/Mock
Turtle

Miranda is extremely excited for the WOHS performance of "Alice in
Wonderland"! She would like to thank Ms. Mapes, Ms. Coen and
everyone else who has helped with the making of this eye-catching
performance. Previous credits: "The Lion King" & "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the Forum" (Gemini Twin). Thank you mum
for always supporting me!

Hayley Goldberg '25 as Cheshire Cat

Hayley is so grateful to be involved with such a wonderful cast!
Growing up she's seen many of the previous WOHS shows and is so
happy to be part of one. One of her favorite credits include the short
film "The Package" where she played Emilia. She is always watching
a movie and enjoys spending time with friends. Thank you to my cats
for existing and inspiring my role.
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CAST BIOS

Nakhayla Green '24 as Red Queen

Nakhayla is very excited to be preforming at WOHS! She's a member
of the Glee & Jubilee Choirs. Some previous credits include: "Charlie
& The Chocolate Factory", "The Addams Family", "High School
Musical", "The Shows Must Go On", & "Lend Me A Tenor". She's part
of the Dance Program as well as outside of school. Thanks to my
family for always supporting & believing in me!

Jack Harwood
'23

as Cook/Executioner/
Flower

Jack is extremely excited for his closing play at WOHS! He has
previously graced the stage in "William Shakespeare's Long Lost First
Play" (Ensemble), "Into the Woods" (Mysterious Man), and "The
Solve-it Squad" (Keith). He'd like to thank Ms. Mapes & all of the
teachers involved in making his high school theater experience truly
special, & thanks for a fun final play!

Carlo Henriquez
'25

as Tweedledee/7 of
Spades

Carlo is thrilled to be part of his first high school production! He was in
the LMS production of "The Wizard Of Oz" (Three Tots).
Unfortunately, the show could not go on due to COVID but he's
excited to get back on stage. He enjoys watching movies & going out
with friends. He'd like to give a big shout-out to Mrs. Mapes for helping
him grow his acting career & skills!

Gavin Jaskot '25 as Caterpillar

Gavin doesn't need to say how excited he is to be in this amazing
production-the smile on his face says it all! While this is his first time
acting, he was the Props Master for "Seussical the Musical, Jr."
(Aquinas Academy). He also loves writing, playing board games &
being outdoors. on the Chess, Fencing & Lacrosse teams. Thanks to
Mom for adhering to my crazy schedule!

Morgan Lanzot Woodridge
'23

as March
Hare

Morgan is thrilled to be a part of her last play at WOHS. Recently she
was in "The Laramie Project" (Various Roles) & "Into the Woods"
(Cinderella's Stepmother). Morgan worked at NJPAC this summer &
was in Savion Glover's production of "City Kid" and more. Morgan
would like to give a special thanks to her family, Ms. Mapes, and Ms.
Coen for all of the support.
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CAST BIOS

Giancarlo Minervino '23 as Mad Hatter

Giancarlo is extremely excited to be part of such a fun show! Some
previous credits include: "The Addams Family" (Gomez), "Once on
This Island" (Daniel), & The Laramie Project (Various Roles). They are
so happy to be a part of their last West Orange High School fall play!

Ewan O'Sullivan '23 as White Rabbit

Ewan is very excited to be participating in "Alice in Wonderland". Prior
WOHS productions include: "The Laramie Project" (Various Roles) &
"The Solve-It Squad Returns" (Scrags). He also worked as the SFX
Operator on "Into the Woods" & "William Shakespeare's Long Lost
First Play". Thanks to friends for giving him many great opportunities
not listed here.

Morgan L. Palent '23 as Knave of Hearts

Morgan is very excited to be part her first Fall Play in her high school
career. She has been a member of the WOHS Drama Club for 4
years, and recently joined the WOHS Thespian Society Troupe 1530.
Morgan thanks her family and Ms. Mapes for the support they've
shown towards her love for theatre.

Mia S. Peretz '25 as White Queen

Mia is incredibly excited to portray the White Queen in "Alice in
Wonderland". This is Mia's second West Orange High School
production as she was last seen as "Camille" in the student production
in her freshman year.

Ofelia Perez
'25

as Carpenter/4 of Hearts/
Flower

Ofelia is super happy to be part of this amazing show with this cast!
Some credits include: "Newsies" (Katherine), "The Laramie Project"
(Understudy), "The Lion King" (Ensemble), & "High School Musical"
(Kelsi). She Assitant Directed the student production "Solve It Squad".
She is an avid dancer, singer & actor & finds many ways to portray
herself through art. Love to all!
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CAST BIOS

Annabel Reilly '26 as Mouse/Doormouse

Annabel is insanely excited to be part of "Alice in Wonderland"! She's
learned so much from her peers! As this is only her second show, she
is so excited to learn even more in the next years to come. With an
interest in Art since she was only two, she's grown to love drawing,
acting, & music. She wants to thank herself for being such an
inspiration to herself!

Joelle Robertson '24 as Alice

Joelle is beyond excited to be starring in her first lead role! She has
been part of the WOHS productions since her freshman year. She is
an active member of the Drama Club, Secretary of WOHS Glee Club,
and a member of The Thespian Society. She thanks her family for
always being supportive in her passion for the Arts.

Cullen R. Smith '23 as King of Hearts

Cullen is very excited for his last play at West Orange High School.
Recently, Cullen portrayed the role of Jason Todd in his short film
"Under The Red Hood". Cullen won 2nd place for Best Supporting
Actor at the NJ Thespian Festival for "She Kills Monsters" (Orcus).
Cullen gives thanks to his sister Kayleigh for teaching him to pursue
his passions.

Sam Soroko '26 as Tweedledum/5 of Spades

Sam has been studying acting since the age of nine but before that,
he was stated as a natural performer. This summer he had the
pleasure to perform at Luna Stage. This is not his first time playing
Tweedle Dum as he played the role in the Summer Enrichment
Program. He loves acting & hopes to pursue it in the future. If you
want to know more, just ask!

Craig Stanley, Jr.
'25

as Walrus/5 of Hearts/
Flower

Craig is a member of the WOHS Step Team. Some hobbies include:
basketball, acting, history, & fashion. This is his first show & is
extremely glad to be in it! He would like to thank Ms. Mapes, Ms Coen,
the cast, and the stage crew for making his first play experience an
unforgettable one. He's really grateful for all the bonds and friendships
that he made on this journey.
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CAST BIOS

Lance Zeligson '23 as Frog Footman/Gryphon

Lance is excited to be part of this year’s fall play! Some credits
include: "WSLLFP" (Dromio of Syracuse), "The Laramie Project"
(Various Roles), & "Into the Woods" (Steward). He's a Varsity
Swimmer, BOE Student Liaison, Vice Pres. of Drama Club, & a
member of 8 Honor Societies. He would like to thank his brothers &
parents for all of their endless support!

UPCOMING WEST ORANGE HIGH
SCHOOL VISUAL AND PERFORMING

ARTS EVENTS:

Band Concert
Thursday, December 1, 2022

Choral Concert
Thursday, December 8, 2022

Orchestra Concert
Thursday, January 12, 2023

Dance Concert
Thursday, January 26, 2023

Jubilee Concert
Thursday, February 16, 2023
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PRODUCTION TEAM BIOS

Wendy Mapes-Chrzanowski Director

Ms. Mapes-Chrzanowski studied acting at the New Actors Workshop in NYC & has an MA in
Theatre. She was the Theatre Academy Director of the Appel Farm Arts & Music Center at
SCVTS. She’s performed Off-Broadway with Magis Theatre, La Mama, West End Theatre & was
featured in independent shorts. She enjoys teaching & directing at WOHS & thanks everyone for
their imagination!

Deb Coen Producer/Assistant Director

Mrs. Coen is a 23-year veteran Tech & Engineering teacher. This is her ninth production as
Producer, and her second as Assistant Director. Getting to watch the production come together
from all sides can be an adventure but ends the same way each time - with a great production
and a happy audience. Wishing the best to the cast and crew!

Lauren M. Grof-Tisza
"Cookie"

Technical Director/Lighting
Design

Cookie is honored to back helming all things Tech! With over 25 years experience on & off stage,
she's excited to not only bring her skills to each production but to also help mentor Stage
Managers & crew members each year. In her 10th year in the district as resident LD & TD, she
also serves as the District Media Coordinator & Auditorium Manager. Lola & Murphy-Olive You!

Rocio Urquia '23 Student Assistant Director

Rocio is a member of the Glee and Jubilee Choirs at WOHS as well as
the Drama Club. This is her first time being a Student Assistant
Director and is really grateful to have been given this opportunity.
Thank you to my friends and family who have always been by my side
to support me!

Sam Selikoff '24 Stage Manager

Sam is so excited to Stage Manage his 4th production! SM credits:
"The Shows Must Go On", "The Laramie Project", & "Into The
Wood's". He served as Lighting Designer for the WOHS Coffeehouses
& "The Wizard Of Oz, Jr." at LMS & Lightboard Operator for "Annie,
Jr" at RMS. Thanks to Ms. Mapes, Ms. Coen, Cookie, & teachers who
have taught him so much. Much love to my family!
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PRODUCTION TEAM BIOS

Chloe Zucker '24 Assistant Stage Manager

Chloe is so happy for the opportunity Stage Manage this year! Last
year she was on Backstage Crew for "Into the Woods" and over the
summer worked crew and performed onstage with her camp. She
loves theater and is so excited get more involved and to continue to
learn new things! Thanks to my family, especially mom who picks me
up from rehearsal every day!

Elena Hause '23 Original Music

Elena is extremely grateful for the opportunity to compose music for
this production! Elena has been writing original music since 7th grade.
She also composed music for WOHS' Advanced Theatre production of
"She Kills Monster's" and was the music supervisor for "The Solve It
Squad Returns!". She would like to thank her family and Ms. Mapes
for always supporting her!

Mazen Dahroug Sound Design

Mr. Dahroug is excited to be back at WOHS where his A/V career began & now has over 6 years
experience. Credits include: “Little Mermaid,” “The Laramie Project,” & “WSLLP”. He's currently
persuing Computer Science degree & a minor in Technical Theater. Mazen is the Operations
Technician Mgr. at Rutgers University-Newark, where he leads a team of A/V techs in live events.

Max Grossman Set Construction

Mr. Grossman is happy to be returning for another set build at WOHS this year. He has been
designing and building sets at local theaters for over 15 years. Max has been the Woodshop
teacher at WOHS for 8 years and loves building the set with his students.

Amanda Best Set Decor

Ms. Best has worked at WOHS for 15 years. She has worked on past performances including
"The Little Mermaid", "In The Heights", "Mamma Mia!", "The Laramie Project" and "Into the
Woods". Ms. Best is honored to be doing set design for "Alice In Wonderland". To the cast and
crew she wishes the BEST of luck.
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PRODUCTION TEAM BIOS

Sharon Ortiz Costume Coordinator

Ms. Ortiz is in her 18th year in the West Orange School District and has been the Costumer for
six productions. These shows include: "Into the Woods", "Drowsy Chaperone", "In the Heights",
"Mamma Mia!" and "The Little Mermaid".

Danniel Barnes Hair & Makeup Design

Ms. Barnes is a second year English teacher at WOHS, and is absolutely thrilled to be part of the
play as the Hair and Makeup Designer. While this is Ms. Barnes' first time working on a theatrical
production, she brings her experience working as a licensed cosmetologist, both freelance and at
salons, to the (back)stage.

Jojo Garcia '23 Properties Coordinator

JoJo is exited to being working behind the scenes of "Alice In
Wonderland". JoJo has worked on 2 middle school musicals "Alice In
Wonderland, The Musical" and "Beauty and the Beast". She is also a
member of FCCLA club and Drama club and also teaches outside of
school. She is extremely grateful to Mrs. Mapes and Mrs. Coen for
letting her be part of an amazing crew.

Daniel Levin '23 Properties Coordinator

Daniel is excited to be the Properties Coordinator for "Alice in
Wonderland". He runs the 3D Printing Club and is a member of Drama
Club and Thespian Society. He was last seen on stage in "The
Laramie Project" (Various Roles). He's grateful to Ms. Mapes and Mrs.
Coen for allowing him to get out of his comfort zone and be a part of
the crew.

Jazziria Lopez '26 Properties Coordinator

Jazzi is stoked to be a part of the play, and it's made her freshman experience ten times better.
She's previously worked as crew in elementary school, and as Assistant Stage Manager for "The
Wizard of Oz". She's taken mentoring for other students and have learned a lot about stage
production, and hopes to one day be stage manager! She'd like to thank everybody involved.
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PRODUCTION TEAM BIOS

Patricia Aldworth Publicity

Ms. Aldworth has held the Publicity position for the fall and spring productions for twenty seven
plays and musicals. She is very happy to continue to promote the wonderful drama department
and all of the talented students and staff members that contribute to each fantastic production.

Katie Emolo Box Office Manager

Ms. Emolo is excited to be part of this year's production team. Having taught at the high school for
17 years, she has attended many of the productions at WOHS and is happy to take on the role of
Box Office Manager.

THEATRE ETIQUETTE

What most people don't realize is that whether you are on stage or viewing the show,
YOU are part of the performance. Theatre is not theatre without an audience. Theatre
is NOT just what's happening on the stage, it's the combined energies of actors,
technicians and audience. Theatre is truly magic: an art form created out of the
energy flowing between people in a dark room, on both sides of the curtain.

For an actor on stage, one of the most disheartening things that can happen is to come
out for the curtain call and see people heading for the exits. The act of staying in your
seat to show your appreciation for what you've just seen is an important part of the
art form.

Coming late is inappropriate.Latecomers not only affect the performers on stage, they also
annoy the other audience members.

Eating or drinking during the performance is inappropriate. The unwrapping of candy, or
any item, no matter how quiet you try to be, will be heard by the actors and audience. This is an
auditorium where we state no food or drink is allowed in the auditorium, please respect that.

The use of ANY form of photography or video is NEVER appropriate. Flash & video lights
in a performer's eyes can be dangerous. Flashes disrupt the lighting effects & the pleasure of other
audience members who came to the show. Your flashes were not included in the Lighting Designer's
hard work so please don't add your own effects. Your screen while taking video & photographs
disturb the technical crew as well as the audience around & in back of you who paid to see a live
performance on stage, not a tiny screen in your hand.

Talking, making comments, & calling out to the performers during the performance,
are innappropriate.

Any use of your cell phone during the performance is inappropriate. If it chirps, rings,
beeps, whistles or texts, turn it off.

Applause is always approriate - in the right places. - Thank you!
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Theatre is a collaborative endeavor and we could not do

it without the help and generosity of so many. The

Production Team would like to thank the following:

Nicole Krulik and the Urban Art & Communication Class,

Jen Dahl, WOHS Drama Boosters, Michael Housel and

the WOHS Custodial Staff, Lou Quagliato; Visual and

Performing Arts Supervisor, the WOHS Administration

and the WOPS Administration
We would like to extend our gratitude to those who have

helped on and off stage and we apologize if we have
unintentionally omitted anyone from this program.
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